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Arrington: Religion and Economics in Mormon History

religion and economics in
mormon history
LEONARD

j

ARRINGTON

A number of students of mormonism particularly those
who are non mormon have found the most startling aspect
of mormonism to be not the practice of plural marriage not
the belief in a highly personal god not even the restoration
of biblical christianity or the book of mormon or the belief
that joseph smith received visitations from heavenly beings
but the exaltation of economics and economic welfare into
info
an important if not indispensable element of religious salvation scholars like weber and schmoller in germany bousquet in france katherine coman and frederick jackson turner in the united states have found the essence of mormonism or at least the essential contribution of mormonism
to be in the elevation of economics into the sphere of religion
and spirituality 1
mormonism according to these scholars attempted to restore the condition of religion which existed among the early
christians in which the church was integrated into the daily
cormons believed was not only
life of mankind religion the mormons
a matter of sentiment good for sunday contemplation and
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intended for the sanctuary and the soul but also had to do
as one of their leaders said with dollars and cents witk
with
trade and barter with the body and the daily doings of ordinary life 2 it has always been a cardinal teaching of the lat
ter day saints said joseph F smith president of the church
and nephew of joseph smith that a religion which has not
the power to save people temporally and make them prosperous and happy here on earth cannot be depended upon to
save them spiritually and exalt them in the life to come 1133
dean D mcbrien who did a doctoral dissertation in the
1920 s under frederick jackson turner made a special study
of the mormon doctrine and covenants and discovered that
of the one hundred and twelve revelations announced by joseph smith eighty eight dealt partly or entirely with matters
that were economic in nature 4 out of 9614
96l4 printed lines in
the prophet s revelations 2618 lines by actual count treated
definitely and directly of economic matters it was mcbrien s
conclusion that mormonism though a religion is largely if
not primarily an economic movement at least insofar as it
offers to the world anything that is new reporters both
early and late observed that the mormon religion was concerned with the everyday duties and realities of life and that
church leaders were expected to minister not only to the spiritual wants of their followers but to their social and economic
wants as well an 1837 editor for example wrote of the mor
mons that there was much worldly wisdom connected with
their religion a great desire for the perishable riches of this
religion and business

deseret news

oty
salt lake city

october 29

1877

joseph F smith
1905

242

the truth about

mormonism

out west XXIII

dea

den
dean D mcbrien the economic content of early mormon doctrine
southwestern political and social science quarterly VI 1925 180 mcbrien
used the lamoni iowa 1911 edition of the doctrine and covenants published
by the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence
missouri this resembles salt lake city editions but it is not identical with
them brigham young incidentally substantiates this finding he stated
the first revelations given to joseph were of a temporal character pertainpertained
ing to a literal kingdom on the earth most of the revelations
to what the few around him should do in this or that case
that they
sermon
might begin to organize a literal temporal organization on the earth
1886
of january 17 1858 journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool 1841
18411886
VI 17
1711
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world holding out the idea that the kingdom of christ is to
be composed of real estate herds flocks silver gold etc
as well as human beings 5 and as late as 1904 ray stannard
baker wrote mormonism is a broad mode of life a system
of agriculture an organization for mutual business advance6
ment rather than a mere church
what is the explanation for this emphasis upon economics in mormon belief and mormon history why did the
mormons give more attention to temporal matters than most
cormons
contemporary religions
some writers have seen the mormon emphasis on econ
econec6n
omics as a heritage from jacksonian times a religious rationaliza
alization
tion of brother jonathan the yankee mormonism according to this view was a kind of coalescence of those two
early american philosophies puritanism and democracy this
was ralph barton perry s interpretation mormonism he
said
was a sort of americanism in miniature in its republicanism
licanism its emphasis on compact in both church and polity
its association of piety with conquest and adventure its sense
of destiny its resourcefulness and capacity for organization 7
count leo tolstoi of russia had a similar view he told
ambassador white that the mormon people taught the
american religion 8 he added that he found a certain agrarianism in mormon philosophy which attracted and delighted
him above all he said he preferred a religion which professed to have dug its sacred books out of the earth to one
which pretended that they were let down from heaven
to the devout latter day saint of course a more likely
reason for the mormon stress on economics was the word
of the lord to their founding prophet joseph smith in response to the prophet s entreaties god is said to have revealed
the following in 1830 verily 1I say unto you that all things
temporal
unto me are spiritual presumably even the temp
orall and
orail
111
A davis in latter day saints messenger and advocate III
ili april
489
491
489491
1837
1857
1837iray
ay stannard baker
the vitality of mormonism A study of an irrigated valley in utah and idaho the century magazine LXVIII 1904 174
ralph barton perry characteristically american new york 1949 9798
autobiography of andrew dickson while
white 2 vols new york 1907
vaire
valle
11
II
if 87

S
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not at any time have 1I given unto you a law which was temporal 9 accepted by the church in the year of its founding as
part of the revealed word of god this doctrine implied that
every aspect of life had to do with spirituality and eternal
salvation As interpreted by joseph smith s successor brigham
young who led the church in the west for thirty years
this revelation meant that in the mind of god there is no
such thing as dividing spiritual from temporal or temporal
from spiritual for they are one in the lord

we cannot talk

about spiritual things without connecting with them temporal things neither can we talk about
temporal things without connecting spiritual things with them
we as latter day saints really expect look for and
we will not be satisfied with anything short of being governed and controlled by the words of the lord in all our
acts both spiritual and temporal if we do not live for this
we do not live to be one with christ 10

orson hyde one of brigham

apostles put the matter a
little more bluntly when we descend to the matter of dollars and cents he said in 1853 it is also spiritual 11
an excellent example of the practical application of this
philosophy was the occasion in 1856 when a group of morhand carts armon converts who had crossed the plains with handcarts
rived at the mouth of emigration canyon while services were
being held in the old salt lake tabernacle word was taken
to brigham young sitting on the stand that these immigrants
cold tired and hungry were about to arrive in the valley
president young arose and dismissed the congregation with
the following words
s

wish the sisters to go home and prepare to give those
who have just arrived a mouthful of something to eat and
were 1I in the situato wash them and nurse them up
1I would
tion of those persons who have just come in
give more for a dish of pudding and milk or a baked potato and salt
than 1I would for all your prayers though
you were to stay here all afternoon and pray prayer is good
1I

the

evening and the morning star 1I september 1832
sermon of june 22 1864 journal of discourses X 329
sermon of september 24 1853 ibid 11
II 118
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but when baked potatoes and milk are needed prayer will
not supply their place 12

whether the mormon emphasis on economics was an outgrowth of prevailing intellectual trends or of instructions that
were handed down directly from god however there can be
no doubt that it was strengthened and supported by the social
and economic experiences of the early saints extremely important were two early decisions the first was that they would
move their headquarters from new york to kirtland ohio
and independence missouri this meant that the leaders had
to devise ways and means of helping their poor new york
kork
cork
members to move westward thus the church had to buy land
and develop plans for city growth and development and it
had to initiate financial enterprises and industries to provide
employment of necessity the church s task could not end
with the conversion of individual souls As the germ of the
kingdom of god it must organize its members settle them
and assist them in building an advanced society ultimately
according to the theology the church must usher in the literal
and earthly kingdom of god
over which christ
zion
would one dayrule
day rule
ruie
the second decision was that in which the church assumed
responsibility for fighting persecution and for looking after
the welfare of its persecuted members these persecutions
drove the group together made the church a self conscious
nationalistic sect necessitated frequent removals and forced
the church to organize for the moves and to start planning
once more for the purchase of land and for the initiation of
industries above all persecution prevented the rise of individualism and removed the surplus wealth which distinguished
vi
the wealthy from the poor
these experiences and the social intellectual and religious origins of mormonism led to the development of a set
of economic ideals and institutions which became a more or
less permanent aspect of mormon belief and practice and
gave the mormon community a unique flavor in frontier
america the intimate association of religion with economic
sermon of november 30 1856 deseret news december 10 1856
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activity produced a kind of community planning and community concern which made possible a more just and permanent society than existed elsewhere in the west many scholars in recent years have pointed out the importance of cooperative activity of this type in achieving and maintaining
an advanced social economy E C banfield of the university
of chicago for example who had previously studied southern utah recently made an on the spot study of a village
Monte grano
montegrano
in southern italy he found the extreme
poverty and backwardness of this village to be primarily a
result of the inability of the montegranesi to act together for
their own good or indeed for any end transcending the immediate material interest of the nuclear family 13 he was
struck with the contrast between montegrano
Montegrano and the
equally large community of st george utah where with
far worse natural resources at their disposal the mormon
settlers had achieved through mutual aid and self govern
ment one of the most highly organized societies in the west
others have been similarly impressed with the advanced form
of voluntary cooperation in the performance of public tasks
in mormon country partly for this reason a number of scholars and government officials from such countries as arabia
iran turkey israel and lebanon countries whose geographic
conditions are similar have been studying utahs early institutions to see what they can learn that might help them in
developing and improving their own countries
the point is that mormon economic history whether in
the early years of combatting
com batting hostile humanity or in the later
com batting hostile nature has been more or less an
years of combatting
attempt to implement certain specific ideals and because the
mormons believed that they had been divinely instructed to
cormons
institute these ideals as a part of the restoration of the christian gospel they have sought to achieve the ideals as a matter of religious salvation
these historic mormon economic ideals can be summar1
ized for convenience under four headings
ecclesiastical
promotion of economic growth and development or what the
edward C banfield
111.
111
lii
iii 1958 7719
111.1958
19 37
1111958
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mormons called building the kingdom of god
cormons
2 ecclesiastical sponsorship of economic independence or group economic self sufficiency 3 the attainment of these goals through
organized group activity and cooperation and 4 the search
for programs to achieve and maintain economic equality
promotion of economic growth under an early revelation the newly organized church initiated community economic
activity by instructing the members to gather together in
and prepare for the
zion to build the kingdom of god ana
ye
millennium A september 1830 revelation stated
the
are called to bring to pass the gathering of mine elect
decree hath gone forth from the father that they shall be
14
gathered in unto one place upon the face of this land
this policy of accumulating people as a prerequisite to
building the kingdom was implemented in the 1830 s and
subsequent decades by the development of a large and highly
effective missionary system an overseas emigration service
and the establishment of a series of zions or gathering places
recent studies by professors william mulder philip taylor
and gustive larson have described the system by which 5000
european converts were assisted in migrating to nauvoo illinois the method by which the 25000 persons in nauvoo and
vicinity were organized in 1846 to make the great trek to
omaha nebraska and later to the salt lake valley the
perpetual emigrating fund company which directed the migration of european members to the salt lake valley in the
1850 s and 1860 s and the concluding phases of the gathering in the age of the steamship and railroad As the result
of these activities and institutions donations of utah church
members in the form of cattle grain and other produce
were converted into passenger fares covered wagons and
oxen and as much as 10000000 was expended to assist some
80000 persons to move to mormon settlements in the west
this organization which katherine coman called the best
the evening and the

morning star loc cit
william mulder homeward to zion the mormon migration from
philip A M taylor mormon emigration
scandinavia minneapolis 1957
from great britain to the united states 1840
unpublished phd dis184070
70
gustive 0 larson prelude to me
rhe
sertation university of cambridge 1950
the
town N H 1947
francestown
kingdom mormon desert conquest Frances
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system of regulated immigration in united states history
continued until disbanded by congress in 1887 16

the

newly arrived converts and immigrants were first put
to work building the kingdom by means of a church public
works system centering around temple square in salt lake
city the church department of public works undertook to
provide employment for the immigrants during their first winter in the salt lake valley and at the same time add such
useful structures to the commonwealth as roads walls meet
inghouses
ing houses railroads telegraph lines canals the salt lake
theatre and the famous temple and tabernacle

after this first winter of labor on church public works the
new arrivals were dispatched in origanized
olganized
oiganized companies and
settled in outlying agricultural villages the property rights
and holdings of these villagers were allocated and regulated
in order to ensure the highest possible development of resources the principle which governed here was the principle of stewardship this was also the result of heavenly
instructions in 1830 when the people were told every man
shall be made accountable unto me a steward
and if
thou obtain
obtainest
est more than that which would be for thy supehouse 17 in other words
storehouse
stot
port thou shalt give it into my stor
the earth was the lord s and every man must consider his
rights to land as consecrated for the building of his kingdom on earth conditional upon use property rights would
not be granted or protected if the owner refused to utilize or
develop the property indeed the very first pronouncement
of brigham young in regard to the government of the infant
mormon colony in the salt lake valley included the following stipulation

no

man will be suffered to cut up his lot and sell a
ethern each man must keep
part to speculate out of his brethem
his lot whole for the lord has given it to us without price
every man should have his land measured off to him
for city and farming purposes what he could till he might

coman op cit
II 184
cir
clr
at 11
doctrine and covenants
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till as he pleased but he should be industrious and take care
of it 18

this

policy seems to have been rather closely adhered to
the speculative withholding of land from use was prohibited
and the purchase or appropriation of town lots for the sake
of the increase in value was prevented an example of
ecclesiastical enforcement of this policy is told by marriner
W merrill later a high church official in his published
diary upon deciding to venture on his own after a period
of hiring himself out as a laborer brother merrill in 1854
located in the salt lake valley some waterless land which
was considered to be outside the margin of irrigation in his

words
found on further inquiry that brother goudy hogan
claimed the land this tract of land contained 100 acres 1I
applied to brother hogan to buy his claim as he had plenty
of land without it and as it had cost him nothing 1I thought
1I was entitled to a portion of the public domain to build a
home u pon
on brother hogan refused to sell or let me have
tl
or any portion of it and I1 felt that he was selfish
the landtor
el
and did not love his brother as the precepts of the gospel
gossi d
1
so
I applied to the bishop john stoker but did
require
not get any encouragement from him he letting me think
there was no water for the land and that it was worthless to
me but I1 did not view things in that light exactly although 1I was not at that time acquainted fully with the importance of irrigation to mature crops so 1I applied to the
territorial surveyor jesse W fox who was very kind to me
and gave me all the information he could about the land and
u p to president young s office to talk to him
even took me ay
iyent young did not favor the policy of one
president
about it pres
man claiming so much land and directed the surveyor
brother fox to make me out a plot of the land for the 100
acres and also to give me a surveyor s certificate for it this
ibis
was done and on presenting my claim to brother hogan he
was very angry and said many hard things to me but he
surrendered his claim and 1I was the lawful claimant of 100
acres of land by the then rules of the country 19
1I

Clayytons
yoons
claytona
william cia
claytons
tons
cla
faus journal salt lake city 1921 p 326 brigham H
fans
roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
111 269
saints century 1I 6 vols salt lake city 1930 III
utah pioneer and apostle marriner wood merrill and his family ed
melvin clarence merrill salt lake city 1937 p 36
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this

policy seems to have been rather closely adhered to
forms of property to money and heavy equipment and other
capital goods it was for example against church rules for
a man to hoard money or property brigham young said

when we first came into the valley the question was
asked me if men would ever be allowed to come into this
church and remain in it and hoard up their property I1 say
NO
the man who lays up his gold and silver who
caches it away in a bank or in his iron safe or buries it up
in the earth and comes here and professes to be a saint
would tie up the hands of every individual in this kingdom
and make them his servants if he could it is an unrighteous
unhallowed unholy covetous principle it is of the devil and
1 I would disfellowship a man who had
is from beneath
received liberally from the lord and refused to put it out to
usury
you know very well he concluded that it is against
church doctrine for men to scrape together the wealth of the
world and let it waste and do no good 20

after the settlement of villages and the determination of
of property rights the saints were to proceed with the orderly development of local resources this was a sacred assignment and was to be regarded as a religious as well as a secular
function one of the articles of faith of the church read
we believe
that the earth will be renewed and receive
its paradisiacal glory 21 As explained by a leading apostle
in an authoritative work latter day saints believed that the
earth was under a curse and that it was to be regenerated and
purified after which war and social conflict generally would
be eliminated and the earth would yield bounteously to the
husbandman
city of god would then be realized at
the
121
22
last 122
this purification was not to be accomplished by any mestic process nor by any instantaneous cleansing by fire
chanistic
chani
andor water it was to be performed by god s chosen it
sermon of june 5 1853 journal of discourses 1I 252
255 italics in
252255
original
2nd ed 6 vols salt lake
joseph smith history of the church
and
city 1946 IV 541
19th
james E talmadge A study of the articles of faith lath
l9th ed salt lake
city 1940 p 377
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involved subduing the earth and making it teem with living
plants and animals man must assist god in this process of
regeneration and make the earth a more fitting abode for
himself and for the redeemer of man the earth must be
turned into a garden of eden where god s people would never again know want and suffering the kingdom of god in
other words was to be realized by a thoroughly pragmatic
mastery of the forces of nature an important early admonition to be industrious and not idle was supplementary to this
belief
making the waste places blossom as the rose and the earth
to yield abundantly of its diverse fruits therefore was more
than an economic necessity it was a form of religious worship As one early leader later wrote the construction of
water ditches was as much a part of the mormon religion as
water baptism the redemption of man s home the earth
was considered to be as important as the redemption of his
soul the earth as the future abiding place of god s people
had to be made productive and fruitful and transformed into
a virtual garden of eden this would be accomplished he
by the lawrote by the blessing and power of god and
bors and sacrifices of its inhabitants under the light of the
gospel and the direction of the authorized servants of god 233
mormons reached the great basin this concept
when the cormons
stimulated tremendous exertion
the lord has done his
share of the work brigham young told them he has surrounded us with the elements containing wheat meat flax
wool silk fruit and everything with which to build up
beautify and glorify the zion of the last days
it is now
our business he concluded to mould these elements to our
wants and necessities according to the knowledge we now
have and the wisdom we can obtain from the heavens through
our faithfulness in this way will the lord bring again zion
upon the earth and in no other 24
the acceptance of the principle of resource development
explains the passionate and devoted efforts of the mormon
A practical religion
deseret weekly salt lake city october 16
p 553
1897
sermon of february 23 1862 journal of discourses IX 283284
283 284
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people to develop the resources of the great basin to the full
extent of their potentiality while it was a sacred duty of
latter day saints to purify their hearts it was an equally sacred
duty for them to devote labor and talent to the task of removing the curse from the earth and making it yield an
abundance of things needed by man devices for converting
arid wastes into green fields thus assumed an almost sacramental character they served to promote an important spiritual end
economic independence the goal of colonization of the
settled village and of resource development was complete
regional economic independence the latter day saint commonwealth
mon wealth was to be financially and economically self suf
fici
focient
ficient
ent A law of the church established this principle in
let all thy garments be plain and their beauty the
1830
contract no debts
beauty of the work of thine own hands
with the world 25
this revelation appears to have been given much wider
application than a literal reading of the original revelation
would seem to justify the mormon people were asked to
manufacture their own iron produce their own cotton spin
their own silk and grind their own grain and they must
do this without borrowing from outsiders
self sufficiency
was a practical policy it was reasoned because god had
blessed each region with all of the resources which were
necessary for the use of the people and the development of
the region As a result of the application of this principle
the great basin was the only major region of the U S whose
early development was largely accomplished without outside
capital
ly sponsored projects to bring the goal of self
officially
the official
sufficiency closer to realization included the iron mission
consisting of about 200 families who devoted strenuous efforts
to the task of developing the iron and coal resources near
cedar city the sugar mission in which several hundred people were united in the 1850 s in an effort to establish the
sugar beet industry in utah the lead mission in which some
the

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol3/iss3/3
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fifty men were called to work lead mines near las vegas
gifty
nevada to provide bullets and paint for the kingdom the
cotton mission in which more than a thousand families were
sent to southern utah to raise cotton olives grapes indigo
grain sorghum and figs the silk mission which involved the
growing of mulberry trees and establishment of a silk industry
in every community in the region and the flax mission wool
mission and even it is somewhat surprising to learn a wine
mission

it

is to be emphasized that these were not the isolated and
desultory efforts of private individuals experimenting as

americans have always experimented with new products but
part of a calculated campaign to achieve self sufficiency in
order to prepare for the millennium many of utah s industries received their impetus from this early idealistic
motivation for an economically independent kingdom

unity and co
cooperation
operation

the

quality required to successfully execute the economic program of the church was unity
and the accompanying method of organizing for the pursuit
of economic goals was co
revelation
cooperation
operation the seminal
enjoining unity was given in january 1831 1 1I say unto you
be one and if ye are not one ye are not mine 26 As one of
the most outstanding and easily recognized traits of the lat
ter day saints this group spirit was induced partly by the
belief that unity was a christian virtue and partly by the trying times through which members of the church were to pass
in their efforts to establish an independent commonwealth
the symbols of unity were a strong central organization and
self forgetting group solidarity the participants in the sublime task of building the kingdom were to submit themselves
to the direction of god s leaders and to display a spirit of
willing cooperation more than a term denoting willingness
to work together harmoniously co
cooperation was a technique
operation
of organization by which migrations were effectuated forts
erected ditches dug and mills constructed co
cooperation
operation meant
that every man s labor was subject to call by church authority
ibid
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to work under supervised direction in a cause deemed essential to the prosperity of the kingdom
while unity and co
cooperation
operation characterized the early church
it remained for brigham young to develop the technique of
unified action and combined endeavor to its well known perfec
fection
tion it was his aim that the church come to represent one
great patriarchal family
will give you a text except 1I am one with my good
brethren do not say that 1I am a latter day saint we must
be one our faith must be concentrated in one great work
the building up of the kingdom of god on the earth and
our works must aim to the accomplishment of that great
purpose
1I have looked upon the community of latter day saints
in vision and beheld them organized as one great family of
heaven each person performing his several duties in his line
of industry working for the good of the whole more than
for individual aggrandizement and in this 1I have beheld the
most beautiful order that the mind of man can contemplate
and the grandest results for the up building of the kingdom
of god and the spread of righteousness upon the earth
why can we not so live in this world 27
I1

fortified by this conviction he instituted countless programs to achieve unity and facilitate co
cooperation these inoperation
cluded co
cooperative
operative arrangements for migration colonization
construction agriculture mining manufacturing merchandising and in fact for every realm of economic activity
the mormon passion for unity and solidarity strengthened
and tempered as it was by years of suffering and persecution
at once provided both the means and the motive for regional
economic planning by church authorities in the great basin
the means was provided by the willingness of church members to submit to the counsel of their leaders and to respond
to every call spiritual and temporal the motive was provided
by the principle of oneness itself which was regarded as of
divine origin and whose attainment required planning and
control by those in authority
sermons of october 7
VII 280 and XII 153
155
vil
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equality one final aspect of the church s economic program was that which pertained to justice in distribution it
should be obvious that development principles were the major
emphasis of mormon economic policy in working out the
temporal salvation of zion to use a contemporary expression
the formulators of church policy centered primary attention on
production and the better management of the human and
natural resources under their jurisdiction nevertheless early
mormonism influenced by its own necessities and by the
democratic concepts of the age of jackson was distinctly
equalitarian in theology and economics and this had signific
nificant
ant influences on church policies and practices in the
great basin
the latter day saint doctrine on equality was pronounced
if
within a few months after the founding of the church
ye are not equal in earthly things ye cannot be equal in ob1 28I there was an earnest and
taining heavenly things
immediate attempt to comply with the spirit of this revelation in may 1831 when the new york converts to the infant
church began to arrive at the newly established gathering place
of kirtland ohio joseph smith instructed that land and other
properties be allotted equal according to their families according to their circumstances and their wants and needs
be alike among this people and receive
let every man
29
alike that ye may be one
in a subsequent revelation to
in your temthe saints in ohio the prophet instructed
poral things you should be equal and this not grudgingly
otherwise the abundance of the manifestations of the spirit
shall be withheld 30 when the stewardship system was tried
in jackson county missouri similar instructions were given
and you are to be equal or in other words you are to have
equal claims on the properties for the benefit of managing
steward ships every man according to his wants and
your stewardships
his needs inasmuch as his wants are just 31
wdoctrine

covenants
and Co
venanti 75
7511

ibid 23
231
2511
ibid 263
ibid 864
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although the goal of equality seemed to become less imbeing the core of the policy was
wellbeing
portant with advances in well
reflected in the system of immigration the construction of
public works the allotment of land and water and the many
co
cooperative village stores and industries in immigration the
operative
more well to do were expected to donate of their means to
assist in migrating the poorer converts of the church in the
construction of public works again those with a surplus were
expected to contribute of their surplus and land and water
were parcelled
parcelles
par celled out equally to all by means of community drawings
luence of the ideal of equality was still wider
influence
but the inf

it led to several attempts to completely reorganize society and
as
during the time of
asduring
put economic affairs on the same basis assuring
the early christian apostles of whom it was written in the
acts of the apostles all that believed were together and
had all things common and sold their possessions and goods
and parted them to all men as every man had need ideal
or utopian like communities were attempted by the latter day
saints in thompson and kirtland ohio independence and
far west missouri and in sixty or seventy communities in
the far west from paris idaho on the north to bunker
ville nevada and joseph city arizona on the south in
co
general these operative
opera tive communities as they were called
cooperative
were characterized by a high degree of economic equality and
while most of them lasted only a short time their influence
on utah s institutions can be seen even today

what has happened to these economic ideals

to

some
extent of course they still characterize mormon goals
through the church welfare plan zion s securities corporation the presiding bishop s office and various church
corporations the church is still carrying out a mammoth program of development in the welfare plan the attempt is
still being made to achieve a workable amount of economic
independence by a program of taking care of our own in
the welfare plan labor missionary program and in mormon
enterprises generally a surprising degree of unity and co
oper
cooper
atlon is still being maintained As for methods of financing
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partly because of the highly progressive federal income tax
a satisfactory amount of equality is realized
it would be fair to say however that the church would
have been able through the years to go much further in
achieving these goals if the federal government had not intervened
tervened to prevent it there was until the 1920 s a more
or less consistent effort on the part of congress and the namormons to change some
tional administration to force the cormons
of their ideals and practices to mention only the most important examples there was first of all the dispatching of
some 5000 troops to utah in 1857
1858 to put down the so
18571858
called mormon rebellion and prevent any possibility of an
independent kingdom there followed in 1862 the anti
bigamy act which contained a clause dis
disincorporating
incorporating the
mormon church and prohibiting it from owning more than
meeting houses parson
50000 worth of property exclusive of meetinghouses
ages and burial grounds while this was thought to be unconstitutional its constitutionality was later upheld it tended
to limit church sponsored group economic activity then
there was a series of hostile bills in the late 1860 s and 1870 s
some of which were enacted by congress and some of which
missed passage by narrow margins
the most influential of all the anti mormon bills was
the edmunds act passed in 1882 which in essence removed
mormons and
the government of utah from the hands of the cormons
placed it in the hands of a commission appointed by the national president it was quickly followed in 1887 by the
edmunds tucker act in which congress provided for the
confiscation of the properties of the mormon church eventually church leaders found it necessary to give up the unequal
struggle and attempted to bring their ideas and practices more
into conformity with the prevailing sentiment of the federal
congress national leaders and church leaders are said to
we do not know whether
have entered into a compact
such a compact was actually made but at least the agreement and actions which it is said to have involved did take
place in the supposed compact national leaders are said
to have promised statehood for utah provided three things
plural marriage was abandoned
1
2
the
were done
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church political party was dissolved and 3 the church dissolved its relations with the economy plural marriage of
course was abandoned with the manifesto of 1890 the
peoples party was dissolved in 1891 and the people were
divided between republicans and democrats and the church
began to take steps to withdraw from many of its economic
activities
however in one of those strange coincidences of history
the panic of 1891 occurred ushering in the severe depression of
the 1890 s this depression lasted until about 1898 utah
whose agriculture and mining were marginal suffered perhaps more severely than any other state in the union unemployment underemployment and low farm incomes were
ever present realities imbued with the idealism they had
learned from joseph smith church leaders decided to use
whatever resources were at their command for the expansion
and improvement of utahs economy As a result of their
concerted efforts many new and successful industries were initiated with an investment of about 500000 the manufacture of sugar was initiated another 500000 saw the initiation of the hydroelectric power industry in the west some
250000 was expended on the development of a salt industry
sultair recreation resort
on the shores of great salt lake the saltair
was constructed as a means of providing employment railroads were projected canals were built new colonies given a
thee
start in short everything possible was done to expand thu
thl
economic base of the great basin and surrounding regions
this was disturbing to national political leaders who at
the turn of the century were composed of or dominated by
industrial leaders the so called financial tycoons or captains
of industry when reed smoot an apostle of the church
was elected to the united states senate therefore certain
persons took advantage of the hearing into his fitness to serve
to inquire into the relations between the mormon church
and business in the intermountain region something like a
fourth to a third of the testimony in the smoot trial is concerned with the attempt to show that the mormon leaders
had broken the alleged compact and had continued to dominate the economy of the region to the detriment of private
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enterprise the trial embarrassed the church and was in some
respects vicious but it was clear that apostle senator smoot
would not be seated and the investigation not concluded unless certain concessions were made by the church it is during this period then that the church sold most of its business
interests and sold them primarily to eastern businessmen
its interests in the sugar and salt industries in railroad and
hydroelectric power its coal and iron lands its telegraph system its interests in these and other industries were sold to
eastern capitalists for at least a decade utah s economy came
to resemble that of other states in the region nevada colorado wyoming idaho
nevertheless within the past two decades national sentiment has been more sympathetic to church sponsored endeavors in recent years with the welfare plan and other
enterprises the economic ideals of early mormonism are
once more reasserting themselves latter day saint leaders
are confident that they are once more on their way toward
the re establishment of those institutions which are an essential
forerunner of the coming of the son of man
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